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the Bible is of no value to you, that is wrong. But certainly none of the people

Dr. Young is attacking, that I know of, hold that view. At least none of the

ones that he specifically attacke here in the book that I have noticed. And if

you hold dispensational in the sense that there are differences in the divine

economy of dertain periods, why they you certainly have to be a dispensational

ist, or else you must go back and start in being circumcised, and keeping the

full law of Moses. You must do that, t unless you believe in a different dis

pensation. Now, if by dispensational you mean that God saved people in one

day by keeping the law, he said, now you go and live a perfect life and you will.

be saved, and if you don't you can't, and in another period, He said, nobody can

live a righteous life, you can only be saved thru Christ, that would be

a xa harmful and wrong view, but I have never met anybody who holds it. I knw'/

people who write things .... end of D 9
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and I am sure there is no one living who hasn't occasionally written some-

thing from which instances could be drawn which he would x indignantly repute

which he dd not mean. A true Christian must believe nobody ever has been

saved, nor ever will be saved, or ever can be saved, except through the death

tkxw of the Lord Jesus Christ, and I believe all true Christians believe that.

I have never met one who didn't. Now if someone holds a view which logically

would lead to a diggerent conclusion, we had better see if we can help him

to perhaps state his viewsdifferently ko they won't lead to that conclusion, or

give up that portion of views which seem to lead to that conclusion. But if he

doesn't hold that, let's not say he holds that. Let's not accuse him of it.

Well, now as quite generally held among people of the general 1xKx school

of Dr. Young, from the general viewpoint whch he holds, the word dispensational

actually means thinking that you can work out some details of the future history

of the Bible. That's what is boils down to. That is actually the sense that

it is used in. Some people use the word dispensational to mean somebody who

thinks that every little detail of the tabeThaZcle had a meaning. Well, of

course, many of the details had a meaning, but certainly thee were others that
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